
innovation in bathroom worksurface technology

maia



maia specifications

factory applied edging unfinished edge

Worktops 

3600 x 600 x 28mm

3600 x 365 x 28mm

1800 x 365 x 28mm

700 x 365 x 28mm

A

B

A. Maia Iceberg worksurface
B. Soft to the touch Maia Galaxy   worksurface

with inconspicuous joints

Accessories

• Jointing and edging kit (worktop edge, bolts, tongue, 75ml adhesive        
sachet, 3 grades of sandpaper and Scotch-Brite™ to finish)

• 75ml adhesive

• maia Care Kit (Countertop Magic, ergonomic foam sanding block, microfibre 
cloth, 2 x 320 grit sandpaper, 2 x Scotch-Brite™)

maia ’ s worktops are designed for living and also designed to make planning

and installation as straightforward as possible. 



maia the complete solution

Introduce maia ’ s innovative surfaces to your bathroom.

Our high quality solid surfaces are already a firm favourite

for kitchens - now, you can create a unique bathroom top

which is stunning, durable and long-lasting.

m   a ia surfaces are an affordable way to make a statement -

with a range of beautiful colours designed to suit your taste,

they come in various sizes and are 28mm thick with a 3mm

acrylic surface. 

Bring a touch of opulence to your bathroom when you choose

maia solid surfaces.

A. Water resistant worksurface in Maia Cappuccino
B. Maia Lava worksurface

A

B

10YEAR
maia

guarantee



A

B

maia colour palette
Cappuccino is a stylish choice to complement woods
and plain décors.  Add dark doors, cream and brown
for a relaxed feel, or vibrant zebrano doors to really
make an impact.

Cristallo is a crisp, solid white with contrasting
granules.  At home with almost any colour but with
a subtle effect to enhance the surface interest.

Galaxy’s subtle fleck brings a hint of sparkle to your
surface.  The metallic particles catch the light and
complement the deep black background.

Iceberg’s beauty lies in its purity.  This white décor
can be teamed with matching doors or with splashes
of colour or wood effects to make a statement.

Lava’s grey tones are accentuated with a hint of
brown to create a natural stone effect.

Mocha brings a deep brown to the maia range.
As neutral door colours such as latte and cream
grow in popularity, so Mocha really comes into its
own.

Vanilla is an elegant colour which complements
many bathroom designs. Its coloured flecks make
it the perfect match for a range of door colours.
Contrast with black for added drama. 

Vulcano is the most popular colour in the maia
range. Its sophisticated black background is
interspersed with contrasting white flecks and
subtle hints of yellow.

Latte is another ‘natural neutral’  recently introduced
into the maia range. Lighter than Mocha but with
deeper tones than maia ’ s original coffee décor,
Cappuccino, Latte has quickly become a popular
choice. 

A. Bathroom worksurface in Maia Mocha
B. Maia smooth hygienic worksurface



Fitting maia bathroom tops is straightforward: cutting, edging

and jointing can be achieved with conventional woodworking

tools and a selection of accessories are available to help achieve

the perfect seamless finish to your installation.

maia solid surfaces come with a ten-year guarantee*, and

are supported by the FIRA Gold Award for product excellence –

this is testimony to the fact we only use the most superior

materials, and our products are constantly tested to ensure they

are manufactured to the highest possible standards. 

*Guarantee covers manufacturing, not installation. 

Staining 

maia , unlike marble and granite, will resist most household

chemicals including alcohol and cosmetics. However, some

chemicals and strong dyes can cause damage and

discolouration. If spillage occurs wipe off immediately and

rinse area thoroughly. 

Our commitment to customer service 

When you choose maia you can be safe in the knowledge

that you are getting a proven, reliable product; a product

that is truly at the forefront of worksurface technology. 

Our customer care department is on hand to offer you help,

support and advice all year round. Call 01773 521 300.

Quality assured 

�Barcol Hardness - EN 59  �Light Fastness - ISO 4892  �Fungal Resistance - EN ISO 846  �Bacterial Resistance - EN ISO 846  �Exposure to 180˚ Dry Heat - EN 438-2.8

maia designed for living, designed for life

A B

C D

E

A. Maia is easily cleaned, in most cases, using a damp cloth and soapy water
B. All Maia worksurfaces are durable and water resistant
C. Maia Lava natural stone effect worksurface
D. Maia worksurfaces are now available for your bathroom
E. Maia Cristallo    bathroom worksurface  
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Disclaimer: Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows. As part of a process of ongoing innovation, we reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice


